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Abstract
An agent in a non-stationary multi-armed bandit problem should balance between
exploration and the exploitation of (periodical or structural) patterns present in
its previous experiences. Current successful agents require a handcrafted context
that allows treating a non-stationary problem as a contextual multi-armed bandit
problem. Unfortunately, even a carefully designed context may introduce spurious
relationships or lack a convenient representation of crucial information. In order to
address these issues, we propose an approach that learns to represent the relevant
context for a decision based solely on the raw history of interactions between the
agent and the environment. This approach relies on a combination of Bayesian
recurrent neural networks and posterior sampling. Preliminary experiments show
that our recurrent approach outperforms its feedforward counterpart in simple
non-stationary problems when the handcrafted context is less than ideal.
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Introduction

In a multi-armed bandit problem, an agent chooses an action (arm) based on its previous interactions
with an environment (multi-armed bandit). In response, the environment transitions into a new hidden
state and provides a reward. The goal of the agent is to maximize cumulative reward through a finite
number of interactions with the environment, which requires balancing exploration and exploitation.
A multi-armed bandit problem is non-stationary if every policy that always chooses the same action
should be considered poor, even if this action is the so-called best fixed action in hindsight [1]. Many
interesting problems are naturally non-stationary. For instance, consider the problem of product
recommendation. The acceptance rate for a recommendation may depend both on the time of the
year (periodicity) and the results of previous recommendations (structure).
There are two main classes of agents that deal with non-stationary problems. Passive agents bias
their decisions based on recent interactions, while active agents attempt to detect when a significant
change occurs [2, 3]. Unfortunately, agents in both classes are incapable of exploiting periodicity and
structure. An often successful alternative is to transform a non-stationary problem into a contextual
multi-armed bandit problem, where the agent receives a context that informs its decision during each
interaction [1]. In the product recommendation example, such context could encode the time of the
year and the results of previous recommendations, which allows generalization from experience.
Riquelme et al. [4] recently showed that a simple Bayesian approach to represent uncertainty about
feedforward neural network models achieves remarkable success in contextual multi-armed bandit
problems when combined with posterior sampling (Thompson sampling) [5]. In this setting, posterior
sampling relies on a posterior over models of the reward given the context and each prospective action.
A single model is drawn from this posterior before each interaction, and the best action according to
this model is chosen. Intuitively, increased certainty leads to decreased exploration.
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The feedforward neural-linear approach of Riquelme et al. [4] requires a handcrafted context when
applied to non-stationary problems. Unfortunately, even a carefully designed context may introduce
spurious relationships or lack a convenient representation of crucial information. In order to address
these issues, we propose a recurrent neural-linear approach that learns to represent the relevant
context based solely on the history of interactions. Preliminary experimental results indicate that the
recurrent approach outperforms the feedforward approach in simple non-stationary problems when
the handcrafted context is less than ideal.
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Neural-linear posterior sampling

Notation. We denote random variables by upper case letters and assignments to these variables by
corresponding lower case letters. A multi-armed bandit problem is a special case of the following
partially observable reinforcement learning problem. The agent interacts with the environment
(multi-armed bandit) during a single episode. At a given time step t, the environment is in a hidden
state St , and the agent uses a policy to choose an action (arm) At+1 given the history Ht , which
encodes the actions A1:t and the rewards R1:t . In response to this choice, the environment transitions
into a hidden state St+1 and outputs a reward Rt+1 . This process is represented by the graphical
model in Figure 1. Note that this formulation includes environments where an optimal policy is not
necessarily greedy at every time step, although such environments are out of our scope.
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Figure 1: Multi-armed bandit problem.
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Figure 2: Recurrent neural-linear network.

We consider two approaches to maximize the reward at a given time step t + 1. They are both based
on building a model of the distribution over Rt+1 given the history ht and each possible action.
Feedforward neural-linear posterior sampling. For a given time step t, consider the supervised
dataset Dt = {(φ(ht0 −1 , at0 ), rt0 )}tt0 =1 , where φ is a function that encodes the information that
allows predicting the reward rt0 from the history ht0 −1 and the action at0 . For example, φ may
encode (a periodic function of) the current time step, statistics regarding each arm, and the last n
actions and rewards. Given a choice of parametric model and prior, a posterior distribution may be
obtained from this dataset. All that is needed to complete posterior sampling is to draw a model from
this posterior and choose the arm at+1 with maximum expected reward given φ(ht , at+1 ).
In the feedforward neural-linear approach, the model is based on a feedforward neural network.
Parameter uncertainty is represented by a simple method that is highly successful in contextual
bandit problems [4]. The first step of this method consists of fitting a feedforward neural network
to the dataset Dt by minimizing the usual (regularized) mean squared error. The last layer of this
network has a linear unit (with no bias). After the network is fit, let zt0 denote the output of its
penultimate layer (last hidden layer) when given φ(ht0 −1 , at0 ) as input, and consider the dataset
Zt = {(zt0 , rt0 )}tt0 =1 . The second step of the method consists of applying Bayesian linear regression
to Zt . In this work, we assume that the reward Rt0 given a history ht0 −1 and an action at0 is Gaussian
with mean zt0 · w∗ and known variance σ 2 . We also assume a Gaussian prior over W with mean
zero and covariance matrix τ 2 I. Given these choices, the corresponding (Gaussian) posterior over W
given Zt can be obtained analytically [6, Section 3.3], which makes posterior sampling very efficient.
Recurrent neural-linear posterior sampling. In this approach, the model is based on a recurrent
neural network (Figure 2). At a given time step t, this network receives the reward rt−1 and the
action at as inputs, and outputs an estimate of the reward rt . Such estimates attempt to minimize the
usual (regularized) mean squared error. Suppose that the last layer of this network has a linear unit
(with no bias), and let ut0 denote the output of its penultimate layer (last hidden layer) when given the
rewards r1:t0 −1 and the actions a1:t0 as inputs. Analogously to the previous approach, Bayesian linear
regression may be applied to the dataset Ut = {(ut0 , rt0 )}tt0 =1 in order to allow efficient posterior
2

sampling. Most importantly, note that the recurrent neural-linear approach eliminates the need for a
handcrafted feature map φ.
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Experiments

Multi-armed bandits. We performed preliminary experiments in two unstructured and two structured problems, which were chosen for their simplicity and flexibility. In the flipping Bernoulli
problem, the reward for each arm k is Bernoulli, with a mean that changes from pk to 1 − pk every h
time steps. Similarly, in the flipping Gaussian problem, the mean of the Gaussian reward for each arm
k changes from µk to −µk every h time steps, while the corresponding variance s2 is fixed across
arms. In the circular Markov chain problem, the reward for every arm is Gaussian with mean µ and
variance s2 , except for a single arm whose reward is Gaussian with mean µ∗ > µ. After this arm is
chosen, it trades place with the next arm in a predefined cyclic order. In the graph distance problem,
each arm is a node in a random graph. At a given time step, there is a single reference arm k. The
reward given by each arm j is Gaussian with mean exp(−dj,k ) and fixed variance s2 , where dj,k is
the (graph) distance between j and k. After the reference arm k is chosen, a random arm becomes
the new reference arm. The problem settings used in our experiments are detailed in Appendix A.
Policies. We compared at least five policies for each multi-armed bandit problem. The Random
policy chooses arms at random. The Best (R)NN policy uses the best (feedforward or recurrent)
neural-linear posterior sampling hyperparameters found for a given problem, while the Default (R)NN
policy uses hyperparameters that work well across problems. Appendix B details our implementation
and hyperparameter search. 1
Results. The regret at a given time step is the difference between the expected cumulative reward of
an oracle that knows which arm has maximum expected reward at every time step and the cumulative
reward obtained by an agent. Experimental results are represented by regret plots in Appendix C.
Analysis. Figures 3 and 5 show the results for the flipping Bernoulli problem and for the flipping
Gaussian problem when h = 8. In both cases, the feature map φ encodes periodic functions of the
current time step for a fixed set of periods Λ that includes the period 2h underlying the changes in
the environments. The feedforward approaches clearly outperform the recurrent approaches in the
flipping Bernoulli problem, while both approaches obtain comparable performance in the flipping
Gaussian problem. However, when neither the period 2h nor one of its multiples is in the set of periods
Λ, the recurrent approaches outperform the feedforward approaches, as shown by Figures 4 and 6 for
h = 10. The performance of the feedforward approaches shown in Figure 6 does not make it obvious
that important information is being ignored, which is a general issue with handcrafted contexts. Most
interestingly, Figures 7 and 8 show that the presence of periodic functions of the current time step in
the handcrafted context significantly compromises the performance of the feedforward approaches in
both the circular Markov chain problem and the graph distance problem, which illustrates the risk
of encoding irrelevant information. Finally, Figure 9 shows that the recurrent approaches achieve
similar performance to a Beta-Bernoulli posterior sampling baseline in a stationary flipping Bernoulli
problem (h = ∞), which is evidence of their robustness to model misspecification.
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Conclusion

We introduced a recurrent neural-linear posterior sampling approach that may be applied to solve
arbitrary non-stationary multi-armed bandit problems. This approach learns to represent the relevant
context for a decision based solely on the history of interactions between the agent and the environment, which avoids carefully handcrafted contexts required by previous approaches. Preliminary
experiments show that our recurrent approach outperforms its feedforward counterpart in simple
non-stationary problems when the handcrafted context introduces spurious relationships or lacks a
convenient representation of crucial information. We hypothesize that our approach may be particularly useful for a problem that is both non-stationary and contextual, since handcrafting features may
become even more challenging. We hope to find an appropriate problem to test this hypothesis in
future work. We are also interested in comparing the neural-linear approach to other Bayesian neural
1

An open-source implementation is available on https://github.com/paulorauber/rnlps.
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network approaches. Finally, our approach may also benefit from specially designed recurrent neural
network architectures, which were found to be very useful in other applications.
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A

Multi-armed bandit problems

In our experiments, the following settings were used for each problem.
Flipping Bernoulli: 8 arms, initial means in {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9} \ {0.5}.
Flipping Gaussian: 8 arms, initial means in {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9} \ {0.5}, variance s2 = 0.12 .
Circular Markov Chain: 8 arms, common mean µ = 0, best mean µ∗ = 1, variance s2 = 0.052 .
Graph distance: 8 arms, variance s2 = 0.052 , edge probability 0.5.

B

Policies

In our experiments, a trial comprises 2048 time steps. The results for a given policy aggregate ten
independent trials, and show bootstrapped confidence intervals of 95%. This appendix details the
neural-linear posterior sampling policies and the hyperparameter search protocol.
B.1

Feedforward neural-linear posterior sampling

Inputs. For a given time step t, the feature map φ encodes the action at together with the last n
pairs of actions and rewards {(at−k , rt−k )}nk=1 , where n is the so-called order. Actions are one-hot
encoded. The feature map φ also encodes different periodic functions of the current time step t.
Concretely, for each λ in a given set of periods Λ, the pair (sin αλ , cos αλ ) is encoded by φ, where
αλ = 2πtλ−1 . In words, for each λ ∈ Λ, the feature map φ encodes the sine and the cosine of the
angle αλ of a (counterclockwise) rotating particle that completes one revolution every λ time steps.
Depending on the experiment, the set of periods Λ is either {2, 4, 8, 16, 32} or empty.
Network architecture. The network has three hidden layers. The first hidden layer has L1 linear
units. The second and third hidden layers have L2 and L3 hyperbolic tangent units, respectively. The
last layer has one linear unit (with no bias).
Training. The network is trained to minimize the mean-squared error with an L2 regularization
penalty of 0.001. A sequence of e training steps is performed every q time steps using Adam [7] with
a learning rate η. Note that each training step requires computing the gradient of the loss on the entire
dataset. The linear regression posterior is recomputed using the entire dataset at every time step. One
forward pass is required to evaluate each available action.
Hyperparameter search An independent grid search is required to find the Best NN policy for
each multi-armed bandit problem. This policy achieves maximum cumulative reward averaged over
five independent trials. The hyperparameter grid is described below. The underlined hyperparameters
correspond to the Default NN policy, which (somewhat subjectively) works well across problems.
• Order n: 1, 4.
• Numbers of units (L1 , L2 , L3 ): (16, 16, 16), (32, 32, 32), (64, 64, 64).
• Learning rate η: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1.
• Number of epochs e by training step: 16, 64.
• Interval q between training steps: 32, 128.
• Assumed variance σ 2 of the reward distribution: 0.1, 0.3.
• Variance τ 2 of the prior distribution over each weight: 0.5, 1.
B.2

Recurrent neural-linear posterior sampling.

Inputs. At a given time step t, the input to the recurrent neural network is the reward rt−1 and the
action at . This action is one-hot encoded.
5

Network architecture. The network has three hidden layers. The first hidden layer has L1 linear
units. The second hidden layer has L2 long short-term memory units [8, 9]. The third hidden layer
has L3 hyperbolic tangent units. The last layer has one linear unit (with no bias).
Training. The network is trained to minimize the mean-squared error with an L2 regularization
penalty of 0.001. A sequence of e training steps is performed every q time steps using Adam [7]
with a learning rate η. Note that each training step requires computing the gradient of the loss on the
entire sequence. The linear regression posterior is recomputed using the entire dataset at every time
step. One forward pass is required to evaluate each available action. Note that this does not require
forward passing the entire sequence for each action.
Hyperparameter search An independent grid search is required to find the Best RNN policy for
each multi-armed bandit problem. This policy achieves maximum cumulative reward averaged over
five independent trials. The hyperparameter grid is described below. The underlined hyperparameters
correspond to the Default RNN, which (somewhat subjectively) works well across problems.
•
•
•
•

Numbers of units (L1 , L2 , L3 ): (16, 16, 16), (32, 32, 32).
Learning rate η: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1.
Number of epochs e by training step: 16, 64.
Interval q between training steps: 32, 128.

• Assumed variance σ 2 of the reward distribution: 0.1, 0.3.
• Variance τ 2 of the prior distribution over each weight: 0.5, 1.
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Experimental results
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Figure 3: Flipping Bernoulli (h = 8).
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Figure 5: Flipping Gaussian (h = 8).
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Figure 6: Flipping Gaussian (h = 10).
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Figure 7: Circular Markov Chain.
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Figure 4: Flipping Bernoulli (h = 10).
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Figure 8: Graph distance.
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Figure 9: Flipping Bernoulli (h = ∞).
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